Nursing Humanities: Exploring Lessons for Nurses in Literary and Visual Media

Tuesdays, September 27, 2011 and October 25, 2011
Gadbois Hall, Saint Anselm College
Contact Hours: 6 Fee: $99

Faculty: Margaret Carson, PhD, RN & Kathleen Cahill, MSN, RN, Saint Anselm College, Manchester, NH

In this series, nurses will be guided in exploring two novels and the lessons they contain that inform practice. Each session will include discussion on the selected novel and various aspects of nursing humanities; other media forms will be introduced to lend a deepening awareness of the issues raised.

- September 27: Year of Wonders by Geraldine Brooks
- October 25: Complications: A Surgeon’s Notes on an Imperfect Science by Atul Gawande
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